
The Past Week in Action  

Highlights: 

-Filipino Mike Plania wins upset decision over WBO No 1 

bantam Joshua Greer 

-Giovani Santiago goes to 26-0 with debateable decision 

over Antonio DeMarco 

-The Jose Pedraza vs. Mikkel LesPierre fight is called off 

after LesPierre’s manager tests positive for COV-19 on 

the day of the fight 

-Gabriel Flores moves up for his first ten round fight and 

is 18-0 after outpointing Josec Ruiz 

-WBO super bantam champion Emanuel Navarrete halts 

Uriel Lopez in non-title action for win No 28 by KO/TKO 

-Edwin Palomares spring upset as he stops 25-2 Carlos 

Ornelas 

 

June 16 

 

Las Vegas, NV, USA: Super Bantam: Mike Plania (24-1 W 

PTS 10 Joshua Greer (22-2-1). Welter: Giovani Santillan 

(26-0) W PTS 10 Antonio DeMarco (33-9-1). Super 

Welter: Bobirzhan Mominov (11-0) W PTS 6 Cameron 

Krael(17-16) 

Plania vs. Green 

Filipino Plania gets a big win as he floors WBO No 1 bantam 

Greer twice on the way to a majority decision victory. Plania 

made a dream start putting Greer down with a left hook in the 

opening round. Greer survived the crisis and began to work his 

way into the fight from the second. Plania continued to be 

dangerous with his left hooks and he produced another in the 

sixth to score his second knockdown. Greer was not out of the 

fight and he began to eat into Plania’s lead as the Filipino tired 

over the late rounds. The stronger Greer clearly won the last 

three rounds but it was not enough to offset Plania’s early work 

and the two knockdowns. Scores a harsh 97-91, and 96-92 for 



Plania and 95-95. The 23-year-old “Magic” Plania makes it nine 

wins in a row since suffering his only defeat against former 

WBO champion Juan Carlos Payano in 2018. He was unrated 

before this one but that will change now and obviously a fight 

with WBO champion John Riel Casimero would be a dream 

match but Casimero has his eyes on a unification fight with 

Naoya Inoue. Greer had scored good wins over Nikolai Potapov 

and Antonio Nieves but this is a huge set back when a title 

fight had looked a certainty for him later this year or early 

next.  

Santillan vs. DeMarco 

Santillan maintains his 100% record but looks lucky to do so as 

he takes a razor-thin majority verdict. Santillan’s youth and 

strength were expected to prevail against former WBC light 

champion DeMarco who had been finding life tough. Santillan 

worked hard trying to force the fight against the older man but 

DeMarco’s experience showed. He was if anything busier than 

fellow-southpaw Santillan and more accurate with his work. 

Most of the rounds were close with neither fighter dominating 

and the punch stats showed little between them but DeMarco 

just seemed to have the edge. The judges saw it differently on 

scores of 96-94 twice for Santillan and 95-95. The 28-year-old 

“Gallo de Oro” from San Diego was facing his toughest test so 

far and if he takes away his lessons from this fight he could be 

challenging for a title by late 2021 or early 2022. At 34 

DeMarco still has plenty to offer but his run of just two wins in 

his last eight fights put him in the “useful scalp for younger 

fighters to collect” category.   

Mominov vs. Krael  

The Kazaks march on. Mominov outworks and outpunches a 

useful Krael for a points victory. Mominov pressed the fight 

working behind a stiff jab and scoring well in the early rounds 

with short punches from both hands. Krael has a good chin and 

plenty of heart and weathered the early punishment to fight 

back hard over the closing rounds. Mominov was cut over his 



left eye and lost a point in the last round for a punch to the 

back of the head but it had no effect on the final result. Scores 

58-55 twice and 57-56 for Mominov. The 28-year-old former 

World Military Champion is making steady progress. Hawaiian 

Krael is now 1-3 in his last 4 fights but the win in that run was 

over useful Ravshan Hudaynazarov. 

 

18 June 

 

Las Vegas, NV, USA: Super Light: Light Gabriel Flores 

(18-0) W PTS 10 Josec Ruiz (21-3-3).  

Flores vs. Ruiz 

When the manager of Trinidadian Mikkel LesPierre tested 

positive for COVID-19 on the morning of the fight with Jose 

Pedraza that bout was cancelled and Flores found himself 

topping the bill. The unbeaten prospect stepped up in style 

winning every round over Honduran Ruiz. After dominating the 

first round with some powerful jabs and good movement Flores 

put Ruiz down in the second with a left hook followed by a 

straight right. Ruiz made it to his feet and saw out the round 

and never again looked seriously hurt. Flores boxed for much 

of the fight on the back foot rattling Ruiz with counters. Ruiz 

tried hard to get inside to work on the body but the lateral 

movement and speed of Flores frustrated those attempts with 

Floes too slick to be caught. He plugged Ruiz with stiff jabs and 

hard rights and outpunched and outlanded the slower Latino all 

the way with only his lack of punching power (just six inside 

the distance wins) and the sturdy chin of Ruiz (just one loss by 

KO/TKO)  allowing the fight to go the distance. Scores 100-89 

for Flores for all three judges. Still only 20) he signed pro with 

Top Rank at 16) Flores is an immense talent and is being 

sensibly matched. He could be a real title threat by 2022. 

Miami-based “Scorpion” Ruiz is flattered by his record as his 

opposition has been somewhat less than modest but he gave 

Flores some useful ring time. 



Collard vs. Kaminsky  

After winning only one of his first five fights Cassius Clay 

Collard has found some form and he took a deserved split 

decision over previously unbeaten Kaminsky. Collard made a 

strong start working well to head and body and soon had 

Kaminsky bleeding from the nose. Kaminsky worked the body 

trying to slow Collared but also suffered a cut over his left eye. 

He was countering well but lacked the power to keep a 

storming Collard out and although he made a strong finish it 

was not enough to overcome Collard’s early dominance. Scores 

58-56 twice for Collard and 58-56 for Kaminsky. Collard is now 

6-1 in his last 7 fights with four of those wins coming against 

unbeaten fighters albeit with modest records. Israeli Kaminsky, 

19, “The Lion of Zion” was a silver medallist at the US Under-

19 championships. He has plenty of time and now needs to 

take a deep breath and start again. 

 

Mexico City, Mexico: Feather: Feather: Emanuel 

Navarrete (31-1) W TKO 6 Uriel Lopez (13-14-1). Edwin 

Palomares (13-3-1) W TKO 5 Carlos Ornelas (25-3).  

Navarrete vs. Lopez 

Navarrete gets a workout as he halts Lopez in six rounds. 

Navarrete was not putting a great deal into this early. He was 

content to use his longer reach to keep banging home jabs on 

the advancing Lopez. Navarrete was constantly changing 

guards and although not loading up on his punches he was 

keeping a high work rate. Lopez kept marching forward and 

had some success but not much. Lopez landed a cracking right 

to the chin in the fourth and that caused Navarrete to up his 

pace. He was spearing Lopez with long jabs and powerful hooks 

and uppercuts but to his credit Lopez kept marching into the 

hurt zone. A short left hook stopped Lopez in his tracks in the 

fifth and a series of shots from both hands dropped Lopez to 

his knees. He was up at eight and had to survive some fierce 

attacks to make it to the bell. In the sixth Navarrete handed 



out a brutal beating to a game Lopez who just kept soaking up 

the punishment and trying to punch back. The end came when 

Navarrete forced Lopez to the ropes and then buried a straight 

right to the body that saw Lopez fall to his knees. He made it 

to his feet but the referee just waived the fight off. The 28-

year-old WBO super bantam champion gets win No 28 by 

KO/TKO and his twenty-sixth victory in a row. It is difficult to 

see who can match him at his weight or to see any big money 

fights in his division so by next year he will probably be trying 

unify the titles at featherweight. Lopez just a gutsy 

journeyman.  

Palomares vs. Ornelas  

Palomares gets a career best win and springs a major upset as 

he halts Ornelas in five rounds. Ornelas started well scoring 

with his right jab and straight lefts. In the second Palomares, 

sporting pink hair, was getting past the jab and scoring with 

hooks and uppercuts inside and he dominated the action in the 

third with relentless attacks. Ornelas tried to turn things 

around with some lefts in the fourth but was soon on the 

retreat as Palomares banged home to head and body with both 

hands forcing Ornelas to hold. Ornelas simply surrender in the 

fifth. He dropped to one knee when under pressure and then 

started to rise only to go down on one knee again. He stood up 

at nine but the referee rightly stopped the fight. Palomares, 24, 

the Mexican featherweight champion, had put up a good 

performance in taking 21-0 Irving Turrubiartes to a split 

decision in his last fight but BoxRec had him 25 positions below 

Ornelas in their world ratings. Ornelas was rated in the world’s 

top 15 as he went 21-0 at the start of his career but is now 3-4 

in his last 7 with all three losses by KO/TKO. 

 

Arlamow, Poland: Super Middle: Robert Parzeczewski 

(25-1) W PTS 8 Sladan Janjanin (27-6). Feather: Kamil 

Laszczyk (28-0) W TKO 5 Piotr Gudel (10-5-1).Super 



Middle: Przemyslaw Gorgon (10-6-1) W PTS 6 Patryk 

Szymanski (20-4) 

Parzeczewski vs. Janjanin 

Pole Parzeczewski brutalises Bosnian Janjanin on the way to a 

wide unanimous decision. Parzeczewski scored a knockdown in 

the first, two in the second and one each in the third and fifth 

rounds. Despite this and a broken nose, Janjanin survived the 

eight rounds and did a “victory” dance at the end of the fight to 

celebrate going the distance. Parzeczewski was not taking this 

fight lightly and tried hard to get the much smaller and lighter 

Bosnian out of the fight but failed and also suffered an injury to 

his right hand. The scores were 80-67 for Parzeczewski on all 

three cards. He has useful wins over Dariusz Sek, Dmitri 

Chudinov and Patrick Mendy and is said to be facing 

experienced Canadian Ryan Ford in his next fight. Janjanin is 

4-5 in his last nine fights including a points loss to Martin 

Murray in November. 

Laszczyk vs. Gudel 

No problem here for Laszczyk. His speed gave him a big edge 

and he rocked Gudel with a right to the head in the first round. 

Accurate jabs and some tasty left hooks gave Laszczyk the 

second round and he scored well with right hooks in the third. 

In the fourth a right to the head forced Gudel to drop to one 

knee. He made it to his feet and the bell saved him. Laszczyk 

ended it in the fifth flooring Gudel twice before the referee 

intervened. After nine years as a pro and with a 28-0 record 

the 29-year-old Pole has been fed a stream of soft-touch 

opponents and seems to be going nowhere-slowly. Now 3 

losses in his last 4 fights for Gudel 

Gorgon vs. Szymanski 

Szymanski’s slide continues as he losses a split decision to a 

very ordinary Gorgon. Szymanski had much the better 

technique and used his skills to edge in front. He then seemed 

to lose his way and boxed very defensively looking to hold and 

smother Gorgon’s attacks. Gorgon finished strongly and a right 



to the head saw Szymanski take a knee in the last round. 

Scores 58-55 twice for Gorgon and 57-56 for Szymanski. Just 

very ordinary prelim fighter Gorgon was 3-3-1 in his previous 7 

fights and should not have caused Szymanski any problems but 

after winning his first nineteen fights, including five victories in 

the USA Szymanski has fallen to 1-4 in his last 5 with three of 

those losses inside the distance.  

 

Fight of the week (Significance): Mike Plania’s win over WBO 

No 1 Joshua Greer has shaken up the WBO bantamweight 

ratings 

Fight of the week (Entertainment): Plania vs. Greer was close 

and hard fought 

Fighter of the week: Plania for beating WBO No 1 Greer with 

honourable mention to Gabriel Flores beating useful Josec Ruiz 

in his first ten round fight 

Punch of the week: The right to the body from Emanuel 

Navarrete which finished Uriel Lopez 

Upset of the week: Plania beating Greer was a surprise as 

was Edwin Palomares stopping 25-2 Carlos Ornelas 

Prospect watch: No new names this week 

 

Next Week’s Action: 

Tuesday 23 June 

Las Vegas: Super Fly: Andrew Moloney (21-0) vs. Joshua 

Franco (16-1-2) (WBA super fly title): Feather: Chris Diaz (25-

2) vs. Jason Sanchez (15-1). Light: Joseph Adorno (14-0-1) vs. 

Alexis del Bosque (17-5). 

Thursday 25 June 

Las Vegas: Bantam: Jason Moloney (20-1) vs. Leonardo Baez 

(18-2). Light Abraham Nova) 18-0) vs., Avery Sparrow (10-1). 

Friday 26 June: 

Small shows in Tijuana and Haltom City, Texas 

Saturday 27 June 



Shows in Brampton, Canada, Czech Republic, Wuppertal 

Germany, Mexico City, Moscow and South Korea. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


